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Pete Wylie 

Of Wah! 

In God we truss. Well, in Ossie Osbourne actually. Yes, that's him in the 
chain mail legwarmers. As to the identity of his friend pictured here with 

a bag of pork scratchings and a foaming mug of cream soda, were not 
sure we even want to find out. 



Start! 



that real spirit and excitement 
that makes you think not 
about purchasing them, but 
about joining the gang. It's a 
different attitude. I never 
thought that anyone had to 
go out and purchase The Sex 

being part of it. 

has the same primitive magic What's all this got to do with 
as you might listen to in a "Buffalo Gals"? 
pygmy tribe. "Rock'n'roll" is I want to dig up that 

Britain that magic that people 

, "Rock'n' 
a term people are scared to I 
use because they think it's a 
cliche but it's really the best 
way to me of summing up an 
intention to change things, a 
wishing to step outside of the 

English people think with 
their heads, in America they 
think with their hips, because 
they're black, they're from 
Africa originally and they 
have the whole magical 
source of what music should 
do, to conjure up the soul 
within you, utilise your body 

M|rn vfourself maybe into a 
ce and let yourself step 

out from the normal world. 

_Presley. Groups like ABC 
ind Haircut One Hun ' 

re forgotten what 
"i and source of that magic 

They're too far away ■ 
i it. They're just 

something to be purchased I 
like wallpaper or a piece of 
clothing. They've got nothiiJ 
To do with creating magic in 
you r I ife which was the 
fundamental i mentionibehir 

pa rt of a whole project I 
I've been working on since 
June and I put it out first 
because I thought it was the 
most radical, it would make 
people think about the way 
they listen to music and use 
music. The interesting thing 
about that record is that it's 
an adventure story, it doesn't 
keep to a verse-chorus- 
verse-chorus format which 
most Western records or 
songs are made up of. 

A Buffalo Gal was a 
pioneer, an adventurer, 

VWMIRflPR^sinth'e 
Wild West sang about at barn 
dances when they were trying 
to get a girl: that's what the 
square dance is on the B-sidaJ 
of the record. Square danog| 
in the last century wasjtf^ 
rock 'n' roll, long 
'n' roll existed. 
show that, exposed properly, 
it has as much vehemence. 
There's a caller, just like a 
rapper, who's shouting out 
the instructions— "First 
Buffalo Gal go round the 
outside" etc—and everyone 
follows that movement. We 

^Vecordeo that in Tennessee I 
andthen went to New York. 

Dominica 
Tennessee, IV 
Rome. We had a r 
time working with Cuban 
priests and Zulu w< 
Zulus are a very 
people, pr ‘ " . . 
musical people I've ever 
„Jira in my life. In their land I 
saw what I was Idnibg for, 

^something that had all the 

travelled from placeliftjlaco. 
lived in different smalltowns 
until I discovered a variety of 

another, listened to the 
traditional rhythms. If 

I felt great because I would 



and a little more funky. 
These are the people I can 

very easily see getting hold of 
their brother's or their 
mother's record players and 
fitting them up and piling up a 
load of old records and 
figuring out what's a good 
groove and a good beat. 
Suddenly a whole different 
attitude will take place. Live 
discotheques where deejays 
will be grooving along to their 
favourite records with their 
friends coming in to give 
them a hand, scratching one 
record into another. 

The more that music 
becomes like the movies the 
better. I think that E T. is one 
of the finest rock 'n' roll 
movies ever made — it has all 
the sensuality, subversion 
and style that most records 
today don't have. In the 60s 
music had it and films didn't 
so much. Nowadays kids 
would rather go to a movie — 

Bladerunner, E.T. 
buy a record. Records 

got to come up with the 
ime amount of optimism 

and potential. I think this 
technique is a starting point 
for that. 

I think it can happen here. 
Suddenly discotheques will 
be more vigorous and 

ng thar^ny concert on 



TO SMASH HITS AND THEIR READERS 

THANK YOU 
HAPPY NEW YEAR. 



PUT ITAEAIN.SAM 
.. only this time get rid of the vocal, whack the bass up and mix in the chorus from this other record. That's 

leof the new game. Instead of making new records you can re-make old ones. Fred Dellar reports. 

as the year of make and m e nd. A 
which no usable snippets from the 
sre allowed to go to waste A year 
:h doing iton thecheap became 

-,9d 

veto be the end of the line. So he 
tly took the original tapes and 
d them to form The League 
ted's "Love And Dancing", 

iring its whole 
n sounds, 
nerely 

_.ng certain elements of the 
-ig —is something that's been 
around for years. Producers caught on to 
the possibilities at an early stage and 
began adding strings to old recordings 
made by long dead stars — or, using the 
overdub technique, achieving duets 
between singers who never met and 

-- sessions between musicians who never 
. .jammed together. 

Reggae studio mainmen utilised the 

form which demonstrated that a record 
did not have to be a definitive object— 
the be-all and end-all of a recording 
session. It could be added to, subtracted 
from, converted fro 

thus altering sound frequencies and 
presenting his or her very own personal 
version of some turntable favourite. And 
if the DJ wanted to become the vocalist 
on the record, that too could be achieved 
by cutting the existing vocals and adding 

SMil 

thehell! Could be thatthe American mix 
could — and did — succeed in its place. 

>f "I Feel Love", which originally went tc 

Todd, a guy who helps run Record 
>hack, one of London's leading disco 

’ list shops, sa 

often happens is that club audiences latch 

time it becomes a hit, they're bored with 
it. So the repord companies come up with 

interest. Anyway, British mjxsfcare 
generally much better than their 

try to make them like really good pop 
records. When the American's tried to 
remix things like Central Line's 'Walking 
In Sunshine', they didn't turn out nearly 
so well. Now, in the wake of the multi-mix 

Hroducing yet another way in which «S| 

Bpecially by the front room musicmakerfe| 
§f "Scratch is a great way of .making your « 

isic out of other people's '' j 

youastin feed the sound from one deck 
|bnto the other. The only other thing you 
Med then is a pa|rof speaters and, 

deck, jumping from |. _ 
record, maybe moving the turntable by 
hand, in order to repeat any fragment of 
music that sounds appealing. This way 
you can build up any number of sounds, 
forming a montage, just as McLaren and 

'ork's finest scratch specialists, have 
"Buffai 

"Grandmaster Flash came up with the 
first true scratch record in 'Wheels Of 
Steel' a couple of years ago but very few 
similar records have resulted," claims 
Record Shack's Todd, while Chris Hill 
calls it "A brief fad, a gimmick rather the 

Jcal direction." 
even if it's not all that important, 

ill a step towardf 
_actly what you and I want 
and not just how some studio 

__.er'lhtended. Then, maybe, those 
oid records, currently forming songbooks 
for singers and bands lacking something 
in the way of ideas, will really come in 
usefuU JBBB 



THE SOUND SALE 
THAT BREAKS THE 

PRICE BARRIER. 
Selected titles at great prices 

from all the following and many more: 
Duran Duran Roger Whittaker Talk Talk 
Deep Purple Diana Ross Richard Clayderman 
Menuhin The Goons Neil Diamond 
Grace Jones Frank Sinatra The Stranglers 
Beatles J J Cale James Last 
Kate Bush Karajan Don Williams 
Nat King Cole Dave Brubeck Pink Floyd 
Commodores Sheena Easton Louis Armstrong 
Charlie Parker Quintet George Benson Barry Manilow 
Olivia Newton John ClifTRichard Hot Chocolate 
Sir Colin Davis BobSeger John Lennon 
Queen Rolling Stones Sir Thomas Beecham 

We Ve all kinds of music for all kinds of people. 

ALBUMS FROM CASSETTES FROM 

99p £1.99 





HAPPY 

BIRTHDAY 

LOL MASON 

fima 

Aerobics? Thing of the past. Real 
keep fit fanatics these days have 
flogged the trendy track-suit 
jacket and matching headband 
and dived into pairs of extremely 
baggy tennis shorts in order to 

itr# 
sssss- 
SSSfflS-. 

Guitarist John McGeoch's 
position in Siouxsie And The 
Banshees appears to be 

"The nature of his illness is 
such that he can no longer make 
the contribution expected of each 
member of the group." was Steve 

is still reco\_, 
us exhaustion" a 

Robert Smith of The Cure has 
been touring with The Banshees 







Whaddya Know? 
WERE YOU AWAKE DURING 1982? AND IF SO, HOW MUCH DID 
YOU TAKE IN? FIND OUT BY PITTING YOUR WITS AGAINST 
OUR ANNUAL QUIZ. ANSWERS AT THE FOOT OF THE PAGE. 

1. How many members in 
the following groups? a) 
Bananarama; b) Duran 
Duran; c) Bauhaus; d) 
Dollar. 

2. The words go "jacomo 
fino a na ne". Name the 
song and the group who 
charted with it in 1982. 

3. Which lead singer has 
three E's in his Christian 
name? 

4. What do Simon le Bon, 
Mark Hollis and Steven 
Parris have in common? 

5. Name the artists who 
released the following 
LP's. a) "Songs To 
Remember"; b) 
"Diamond"; c) "The 
Number Of The Beast"; d) 
"Thriller". 

6. Which deejay is no 
longer a kid? 

7. What's her full name? 
(below) 

8. Which groups contain 
the following "creatures"? 
a) Budgie; b) Animal; c) 
Rat. 

9. What hit song does the 
following line come from? 
"Sequins and pearls and 
lots of pretty girls..." 

10. Which groups are 
better known to their 
friends as: a) Will, Les, 
Peter 8t Ian; b) Martin, 
Steve, David 8i Mark; c) 
Mikey, Jon, George & 
Roy; d) Stephen & Neil? 

11. Who had hits in '82 
with: a) "Flashback"; b) 
"Rock The Casbah"; c) 
"What?"; d) "Wot!"; e) 
"Club Country"; f) "Love 
Is All Is Alright". 

12. Who introduced 
"body-popping" to 
Britain? 

13. The chorus began 
"don't push me cause I'm 
close to the edge". Name 
the song. 

14. Which films did the 
following songs come 
from? a) "Eye Of The 
Tiger"; b) "Spread A Little 
Happiness"; c) "Putting 
Out Fire With Gasoline". 

15. Which album sleeves 
feature: a) a sinking ship; 
b) the singer sitting on a 
rock dressed as a pixie; c) 
the group lying on a bed of 
leaves; d) an outdoor 
living room; e) plastic 
dummies around a table? 

16. "Never thought it 
would come to this/you 
don't remember me do 
you?" Name the song. 

17. Whose debut LP had 
the curious title "Difficult 
Shapes And Passive 
Rhythms, 
Some People 

Think It's Fun To 
Entertain"? 

18. Who sang about the 
following famous 
personalities? a) Arthur 
Daley; b) John McEnroe; 
c) Jackie Wilson. 

19. Name the other 
partner in the following 
collaborations, a) Sylvian 

b) Bowie 8i---; c) 
Fun Boy Three 8t---; d) 
McCartney&---;e) 
McCartney 

20. Which well-known 
videos featured the stars: 
a) buried up to the neck in 
sand; b) dressed up as 
World War 1 pilots; c) tap 
dancing; d) riding a horse 
round Battersea Power 
Station. 

21. Who do the famous hairstyles below belong to? 

SU3MSNV 
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SINGLES 
ickickicurk 

TRACEY THORN: Goodbye 
Joe (Cherry Red) Wonderful 
acoustic version of a slightly 
world-weary song from one of my 
all-time favourite LPs, "Strange 
Boutique" by The Monochrome 
Set. which came out about 2V2 
years ago. Everything But The 
Girl chanteuse Thom provides 
all vocals and instruments and 

breathy, mysterious tone of the 
'50s solo girl singers she 
doubtless greatly admires. 
This'll catch on and the whole of 
'83 will be flooded with 
bare-footed types in jumpers and 
slacks strumming away on 
bar-stools. You just wait. 

irtrktHn^rk 

but firm propulsion by a 
foursome who've always shown 

lastered the subtle a 

THE BOX: No Time For Talk 
(Go! Discs) 5-track 12" from 

whose sole purpose in the 
record-making business is to 
concoct a 'challenging noise'. 

its head in some 
iloud and its feet firmly 
Cool & The Gang. Quite 

(Riva)Pictu- 
several mad scientists in this 
shady lab somewhere in 
America. Flashing lights, bits of 
wire, test-tubes bubbling all over 
the shop. Cackling with glee 
they cram 'big sound' American 
hit records into this huge 
computer — Springsteen, Tom 
Petty, Bob Seger. that kind of 
thing. Buttons are pressed, a 
blinding flash and there 
standing before them is this 
stocky, leather-clad figure, a 
hot-dog in either hand. "The 
name's Cougar." he grits. "John 
Cougar." And this is another of 
his records. 

NASTY FACTS: Drii Drive My 
in); DANNY 

thrashing punky anther 
promoting the joys of 
four-wheeled transport co 
with flashy 

ze the town" though this 
[-hand Ant/Marco tribal 
is possibly not the best 

BUMBLE & THE BEEZ: My 
Life (EMI) Eyes sensibly on the 
cash-till, the ingenious Beez 
forsake last year's gentle 
drummerless reggae for a 
no-holds-barred slush-filled 

ballad peppered with little string 
arrangements. Could put The 
Four Tops right out of business. 

PETER GABRIEL: I Have 
The Touch (Charisma) A 
sequel to the wonderful "Shock 
The Monkey" and an even closer 
look at the absurdities of human 
behaviour. This time it's all the 
daft things people do when 
getting nervous at parties that 
comes under the microscope, 
uneasily backed by lots of brittle 
drum sounds. Have we 
progressed much since Quest For 
Fire? Not according to this. 

THE BLOCKHEADS: Twist 
& Shout (Statik) Atrocious 
cover, by Ian Dury's backing 

famous by The Beatles almost 
exactly 20 years ago today. 
Sounds like an extract from one 
of those horrid LPs called 

that you find playing in trendy 
supermarkets. Deliberate. I 

MEN AT WORK: Down 
Under (Epic) Superbly crafted 
reworking of The Boomtown Rats' 
"House On Fire" rhythm topped 
off with hippy flutes and sung by 
an Australian so indebted to 
Sting he even nicks his fake 

complete with a neat little 

video, that affectionately 
lampoons the homeland and 

tortuous rhymes ("language" and 
"sandwich" being one of the 
better ones). It's great. 

GRANDMASTER FLASH & 
THE FURIOUS TIVE: 
Scorpio (Sugarhill) Woefully 
limp follow-up to 'The Message". 
Where the latter crackled with 
excitement and seemed to have a 

listlessVeldingof oldB-SV 

soundtrack and an 
"I-Speak-Your-Weight" vocal 
drily intoning a list of all the 

0 

incredibly hip East Coast acts 
you should be 
digging/scratching/jiving to 
(most of them Sugarhill ones, of 
course). Sadly reminiscent of 
kooky Belgian synth trio Telex, 
whose career was solely based 

had no sense of either rhythm of * 
purpose. The Grandmaster has 
already proved he has both. 

VIRUS: Stepping Stone (5th 
Column) Cover version fever 

spirited boot up the bum by The 
Sex Pistols. Next. "Daydream 
Believer" from The UK Subs? 
Don't laugh. 

THE KILLJOYS: This Is Not 
Love (Clay) Sturdy pop-rock of 
vaguely Jam-like quality which 
deserves to be played on the 
radio. Fascinating fact Number 
One: did you know Kevin 
Rowland was once a party to a 
band called The Killjoys? 
Number Two: these people claim 
they were mentioned in 
Coronation Street. What more 
could they possibly want? 

THE ONLY ONES: Baby's 
Got A Gun (Vengeance) 
Re-release of one of the finer 

unfruitful career of this late 70s 
English 'underground' rock 
group. Singer Peter Perrett had a 
wonderful knack of churning out 
dank and faintly dangerous 

"eternity" and suchlike, and was 
also an early pioneer of String 
Vest Chic. On the reverse he 
tackles dinky Christmas carol 
"Silent Night" and comes out 
second best. Cliff Richard it ain't. 

BONK!: I'm Not Unusual 
(Ensign) You know what time of 
year it is when the Singles Page 
starts filling up with David Bowie 
impersonators called Bonk: 
wingeing about how their 
girlfriends think they're a bit 
kooky but that's really because 
they don't understand them. His 
real name's probably Lance or 
Norman or something. 

SOUTHERN DEATH CULT: 
Moya/Flatman 
(Situation :2) Explosive 
Ant-ish tub-thumping powerfully 
interwoven with guitar and 
over-laid with clipped political 

. comment. Extremely good. 
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IT’S 
A 

NEW 
ROMANCE 
With another singer and yet another hit. 

Mark Steels inspects. 

1 ss 
Hills Bl 
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Your dreams tonight 
Just gonna crack on 
Your dreams tonight 

THE 
JAM 

THE DREAMS 
OF CHILDREN 



out of reach 







T=3 E" I •' i1 l-i i EZ,... 
EY TRIED 

JOHN 
TAYLOR 

School 
Report 
1968 

Pictured left is a youthful John Taylor 





VISIONS OF CHINA 

Stay with r 
every good boy shou/d 

of China toni^nt 

Repeat chorus 

My visions of ChJna 

We re living our visions of China 

building 

Words and mus$ by D. Sylvian S. Jansen 

On Virg:n Records 
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Malcolm Gerrie speaking, and 
it can't be denied he has a point. 
At long iast a programme has 
appeared that actually threatens 
to disrupt the TO TP monopoly 
and — more importantly — 
attempts to break away from the 
traditional BBC approach to pop 
music on television. It's a brave 
and mostly successful venture 
that, as I soon discovered, is as 

9.00 am. Newcastle's bleak 
skylines are transformed by an 
inch of crisp snow as your 
reporter disembarks outside 

known as The Tube. Entry to the 
studio is gained through a long, 
plastic and steel tube, from which 
the building and show took their 

9.30 am. Although the show 
doesn't start until 5.15, Jools 
Holland, the irreverently impish 
presenter and ivory tickler for The 
Millionaires, is already on the set 
running through camera angles 
for an interview which will take 
place in The Tubers reception 
area. The show has a tendency to 
spill out of the studio into any 
available corridors or rooms 

into makeshift sets. "The truth 
about this show," he explains, 

nobody knows what will happen 
until it happens. We have 

floor is covered with 350 fans, it 
can be murder just getting from 
one place to another." 

As Gerrie later explains: "We 
feel that the 'event' itself should 
be more important than the 

and gave out 100 'Punter's 
Passes' which we handed out in 

headaches are just beginning. 

probably right, but t olm has reasons aplenty to 
intemplating a career in 

Today's show is a heavy metal 

the usual problems, he has 
scheduled a jam session between 
Twisted Sister and Motorhead, a 
song from an acoustic folk singer, 
and an invisible-guitar-playing 
contest which has attracted over 

like lion taming or industrial 

11.00 am. At the mystic art of 
playing imaginary guitars, Jean 
Francois Gilbert Desdleds is a 
past master. He beat all-comers 
at London's Camden Palace with 

fifty entrants, sixteen of whom, 
incredibly, are girls. Because the 
show is live, if any of these 
uncontrollable events run too 
long, Malcolm has to find ways to 
bring the show to a satisfactory 
end before the seven o'clock 

On top of his timing problems, 
he has to think of the characters 
appearing on the show. Lemmy 
of Motorhead is unpredictable: 
Iggy Pop is rumoured to have 
gone through a plate glass 
window the night before and his 
erratic temperament is 
legendary: Twisted Sister, the 

mid-solo after breaking an 
imaginary string, adjusting 
invisible amps, and playing 
behind his head, which is 
obviously much more difficult. "I 
was wearing the wrong shoes at 
rehearsal yesterday," he 
confides, "but I've got my 
plimsolls today, so I can move 

him the number of a respectable 
psychiatrist but, in the end, I 
simply wish him luck. 

How does she feel about i 
:m she's been gettii 
uncy-floozy non-in 
queflfindm—" 

lis is just what Malcolm 

€> 

scran, but he manfully defends 
Paula's honour. "She's got a lot 
to live down, with the gossipy 
things she did before, but she's 
just a 22-year-old lass, and she's 
trying really hard." 

Why did he choose Paula and 
Jools? 

"Well, Dave 'Kid' Jensen was 
really keen to host the show, and 

"If they don't talk now I'll just 
shove them out of the way and 
tell a few jokes," he says. "And if I 
have to introduce anyone I don't 

2.00 pm. Lemmy and Robbo of 
■~‘~rhead have arrived and 

taken up residence in the 
hospitality room, which is 
beautifully bedecked with 
full-colour original Judge Dredd 
artwork. On hearing that Iggy is 

suggests that "It might be 

recounts an earlier encounter 
which ended with Iggy biting a 
lump out of Robbo's shoulder. 
"He's a maniac... and I respect 
maniacs," says Robbo, "but I 

3.00 pm. By now, gentle reader, 
you might have deduced that the 

on a Friday evening is as nothing 
compared to the chaos behind 
the scenes before it hits the air. 
Down on the studio floor Smash 

Virginia Turbett is diligently 
snapping Twisted Sister in 
rehearsal when, in the midst of a 
powerchord rumoured to have 

and a Yankee voice reverberates 
across the studio demanding that 

photographs. 
After much HM breast beating, 

it transpires that Twisted Sister 
don't want their fans to see them 
without their stage make-up on 
and unless Virginia gives them 
the film from her camera, they 

how we laughed. Hysteria does 
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your bias for and against certain 
bands, these bands being Japan. 
Japan and Japan. I feel that you 
should print every article in two 
parts; one for people who like the 

Ashley Elsdon, South Croydon. 

It's funny that The Fun Boy Three 
can sing about Northern Ireland 
when they've only been here 
once, with The Specials, and 
they were stuck in their hotel all 
day (apart from going to a record 
shop) until the concert started. 

It's not Terry Hall's concern at 
all until he's been here and seen 
that Belfast is not as bad as what 
he sings about it. 
John McConnell, Belfast. 

I've a few things to say about The 
Tube. First, Paula Yates is a 
pain, Jools Holland is a pain, the 
prat who does the poems is a 
pain and the whole lot of them 
get on my nerves. And when they 
give Marc Almond a crappy 
microphone that doesn't work, 

rrc Almond Fan. 

»u liked it then 

Think I’ll go and impel 
Vincent Van Gogh (and } 

versus Pop bands. The bit in 
black type at the bottom 
suggested that groups like Joy 
Division (e.g. Bauhaus, Echo & 
The Bunnymen, New Order. 

5". But although thes< 
_ serious, they product 

great music — dark, gothic, 
frequently beautiful; I listen to 
Joy Division for en;- 
torture. Their mus 

inters 
either like or dislike that sound. I 
like a wide variety of music, from 
Joy Division through Bowie. The 

they have this in co . 
. all make music for the brain as 
well as music for the ear. 

I'm not saying that anything in 
the charts is rubbish — Bowie is 
the ideal example of someone 
combining originality, 
experimentation and "art" with 

the reverse true. Even people 
who claim that any hitless group 
must be awful will in the next 
breath define Bucks Fizz. Barry 
Manilow and The Tweets as 

OTdTheCT^eets—IthSSnnot*”1 
However, it is not the job of 

Smash Hits to educate people — 
they buy Smash Hits to find out 

state of the charts7 
Andrew Clarke. Surrey. 

Cheers — Barry (the 

total dedication 
and faith fr< m U2, and a feelin 

Please, please, could you do 
another feature on them. It would 
be an ideal time to do one as they 

January called "War", bufyou, 
being Smash Hits, know that of 

S. Wood, Tunbridge Wells. 

I bought your Smash Hits 
Yearbook (which, I must say, is 
excellent) as I am a fan of ABC 
and after seeing that Fry had 
written a story I was intrigued to 
buy it and glad I did. But the 
story of The Genie Of The 
Chelsea Boot has left me 

Why does Fry make out he is 
such an unglamorous, fish-faced 
creep? To me he's got "The Look 
Of Love" and given the chance I'd 
give him "All Of My Heart" as 
"Tears Are Not Enough". I'd even 
write to him on "Valentine's Day" 

I've been a fan of Duran Duran 

shouldn't be saying it. but in 
their official calendar for 19831 
couldn't help noticing that on the 
August page, if you take a good 
close look at John Taylor, you 

Maybe The Jam and Japan 
have been going for longer than 
the Teardrops and maybe they 

I saw The Teardrop Explodes 
in concert at Hammersmith 
Palais and they were truly brill! 
I'd do anything to see them 

JfeJenCc 

how to shoot a "Poison Arrow" or 
two and so we could be "4 ever 2 
gether" I'd let him "Datestamp" 

Susan, Norfolk. 

After seeing U2 at the 
Hammersmith Palais, I felt I had 

night it was. At the beginning, 
Bono said it would be a night to 
remember and he was right! 

It was the first concert I had 
been to at which I felt a very 
special atmosphere, a feeling of 

unexpected, unlike the. 

which many people saw 
coming a long way oil. 

A Record Review. 
MALCOLM McLAREN; Buffalo 
Gals. A nauseating drivel that 

back to your interviewers. I 
speak, of^course, of the^great and 

surprised that Kevin was fed up 

questions like "How does the 
current rustic look relate to Dexys 

As for Rimmer's definition of a 

hard to take your clothes 
usly?" Talk about stupid 

taring what he feels 

j\S. No offence, John.. ^ ^ 

on the talented Jam breaking up. 

Does Dave Rimme 

Rowland we _ 
comfortable in? 

You may say that you only 
interview groups to please your 
readers but not many of your 
readers seem to like Kevin and 
Dexys, judging by letters like the 

liking Polos but not Kevin 
Rowland. Well, '7ohn Taylor's 
Hat", what do you think of this? 
Q: What do Kevin Rowland and a 
packet of Polos have in common? 
A: They're both very tasty. 
M. Wilson &A. Lee. Billehcay. 

On the other hand... 

Dear Dave Rimmer, 
I totally agree with what you 

said at the beginning of your 
interview with Kevin Rowland. 
He's probably never interviewed 
anyone in his life and he 
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Hello, readers. Stone me, it's '83! Almost 
forgot, me, but luckily I was sauntering home 
from Scooter Club on Friday nuit and bumped 

ctive mood a 

great uncharted highway of theJutUfaT 
What pop persons will rise from pMr^ere to 
become the fab superstars of tomorrow? And 
what hapless souls will plummet from the tip 
of this glass-mountain we call Showbiz to the 
dread abyss of Obscurity? (Whatever that 
means, mates.l Dunno, me. I’m just nicking all 
this from the pen-pusher's best pal, (" A 
Beginner's Guide To Very Long And Weird 
Words" by Martin Fry, the man who puts the 
'pose'in prose). 

Needless to say, adoring public, Baz's plush 
luxury office suite has been besieged of late 
by gibbering music biz talent scouts 
desperate for a few hints on what's shaping 
up to be the Next Big Thing. The foresight of 
Yours Truly is legend, chums. Look at my Tips 
For The Top in '82 — The Wedge Barnets from 
Norbury. Four really great guys in rather large 
trousers tinkering about on synths and 
penning brill and meaningful lyrics about how 
strange life is when you're a machine 'cos you 
can't get a job and the Government doesn't 
like you very much and how the world's like a 
crazy disco and is sometimes rather 
depressing (or something like that). Sad to 
say, friends, the Barnets' debut 45 on vinyl (as £ 
we say In the Biz), "Pasty-Faced And Very Fed 

nothing's been going on all year) How can 
they when there's been Cheriand Toto Coelo 
and Fat Larry’s Band? Never has such a 
wealth of goodly sounds poured forth from 
the sound systefris of this sceptred isle. Never 
in the entire history of recorded music has 
there been such an embarrassment of brill 
dfcscs. talented tonsil -airers and wild wig-out 
dance routines, and I haven't even mentioned 
THEPINKEESM . .. [somebody have a word 
with him —Ed.) 

Oh, hello readers. Baz here. Feeling a little 
miffed, actually, as the lads in the office 
suggested I take the rest of the day off. Said I 
could finish off the column this morning. Bit 

I. Well, not quite sure why my be 
a office for a bit sh—,J *—■ 

_knackered, frankly 
pace, that lot, that's their t 
where was I before being to rudely 
interrupted? 

Oh, yes. The Baz Lightning Look At The 
Year Ahead. Okay, ready for a few incredibl 

' e predictions from the man in the 

The rest of the year, though, was blessed 
with happier events. Magic moments stored 
upon the magnetic tape of the Baz memory 
(good, eh?). Let's just flick the switch to 

Ct 
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